Our mission at College Visions is to empower low-income and first-generation college-bound students to realize the promise of higher education by providing advising, and resources to promote college enrollment, persistence, and graduation. College Visions advances equal access to educational opportunities in historically under-served communities.
My name is Tina Meetran and I am the Executive Director of College Visions. As a CV alum, I find myself reflecting on how I got here and what this journey has meant to me so far.

What does it mean to be a first-generation, Laotian woman in leadership?

First, it has meant learning about how the identities I hold impact my experiences. Throughout high school and college, as an Asian woman, people assumed I was wealthy and privileged. The reality was, I grew up in a Providence neighborhood with high gang activity and my parents worked multiple jobs so that our family could get by. I was told that my voice didn’t matter in racial equity conversations, because despite being Laotian, I wasn’t considered a person of color. I’ve constantly questioned my own identity and where I belonged.

Second, it has meant figuring out a lot of things on my own. My parents gave us everything they could and more. However, growing up with immigrant parents whose first language was not English was challenging since they didn’t understand how U.S. systems worked. While my peers were getting SAT help and visiting colleges with their parents, I was translating for my parents at doctor appointments and filling out college forms without them.

Last, it has meant staying strong to keep moving forward. This strength has come from finding my own resilience, the love from my family, and connecting with community mentors who understood and supported me. As a first generation student, I felt that the well-being of my family rested on my shoulders. While this responsibility was - and still is - stressful at times, it has also motivated me to work hard and never give up on my goals.

At College Visions, we support students with college advising, resources, opportunities for connection, and a safe space to be themselves. Above all else, our students know that they have a family here that will support them in figuring out their college journey. No matter what challenges or lessons our students face, we remind them that we are here to help them grow and that they are not alone in this process.

As a CV alum and now ED, I want to thank all of you for being part of this family. I thank you for believing in our mission, our staff, and our students. I thank you for being part of our efforts in breaking down barriers and closing educational opportunity gaps for our first-generation, low-income community.

In Love and Community,
Tina Meetran, Executive Director
College Visions
Life has changed for me in many ways during this pandemic. Senior year was supposed to be a year where we have college tours and focus on our academics to get prepared for the college application process. CV has been helping me through these hard times in many ways. The weekly meetings that I have with my advisor helps me through the college app process and CV has been hosting virtual college tours from different schools, so we'll have the information we need to make a decision.

Being a first-generation college student means being a role model and inspiration to my younger siblings and my community. Being a first-generation college student means getting a greater chance at opportunity and upswing for my whole family. In my culture when one succeeds it's the whole family and community's success.

· Davina, Rhode Island Nurses Institute Middle College High School '21
COLLEGE ACCESS PROGRAM (CAP)

After 16 years, the College Visions CAP program began looking different in March of 2020. As we all sought shelter from COVID-19, CV’s normally busy office emptied out. We moved all CAP programming online offering individual advising, workshops, virtual college visits, FAFSA completion, social time, and a celebration of college choices in an online format.

CAP students faced unexpected challenges as they made final college choices. Family unemployment, increased family responsibilities, health concerns, and general uncertainty all weighed on students.

CAP advisors worked with students to make choices appropriate for their individual circumstances, and 97% of CAP students enrolled in college!

2020 COLLEGE CHOICES

Bentley University
Boston College
Brandeis University
College of the Holy Cross
Community College of Rhode Island
Curry College
Emerson College
Johnson and Wales University
New England Institute of Technology
Northeastern University
Providence College
Rhode Island College
Roger Williams University
UMass Boston
University of Rhode Island

I am going to URI in the fall

Congratulations!
RHODY BOUND!

THE UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
A YEAR OF JOY AND CHALLENGE
~ SERVING 500 STUDENTS IN 2020 ~

COLLEGE SUCCESS PROGRAM (CSP)

Supporting students to confidently apply to college and then make tough college decisions is a challenge. It is also only the beginning of the work. Through the CSP, CV invests an additional 4 to 6+ years in each student on the path to a degree. Nationally and locally, first-generation, low-income students who enroll in college struggle to complete degrees. In Rhode Island, 37% of low-income college students will complete a degree within 6 years, however, an impressive 68% of CV students earn a degree within 6 years, the same rate as their wealthy peers!

The CSP achieves these strong results by building strong mentorship with students, developing workshops that are responsive to student needs, and connecting students with financial, academic, and mental health resources. This year has been particularly hard as students lost room and board, employment, and in-person classes in the spring. Many have also taken on additional family financial and caregiving responsibilities. Whatever the challenges, the CSP shows that when first-generation, low-income college students get the support they need, they thrive!

CV EMERGENCY GRANTS: Scaling up to respond to COVID

CV provides direct financial support to students with exceptional financial need. In a typical year, we budget $15,000 for emergency grants. In 2020, we are on track to provide $52,000 directly to students. Grants for food, housing, technology for online learning, healthcare, PPE, and other essentials are possible because of generous funders and donors. Our deepest thanks to all who have given to support students during COVID.

"Omg, thank you so much for the support you all have sent me! I can not explain how much this has helped me for the months that are to come. I’m honestly speechless as I never thought to be able to receive as much aid as I have. I’m so grateful and this has extremely lifted so much heaviness that I was carrying in worry about paying the rent. Thank you so much to everyone who made this possible."
- Maria M., Guilford College '20
My life has changed dramatically during this pandemic, both negatively and positively. Due to the pandemic, I was unable to graduate last semester because the summer course I was supposed to enroll in, which was the last course I needed to graduate, got canceled. As a result, I had to enroll in one last semester to finish my credits. College Visions has helped me greatly by not just showing support, but also providing financial emergency help for electronics for me to continue my online courses, and even helping me financially with housing, since I had to relocate during this pandemic. As always I would like to also give a special thanks to my CV advisor for always being there to help me with my questions and concerns in school. Thank you all!

- Alexander, Rhode Island College '20
At CV, our mission is grounded in these values:

- Empathetic, compassionate, and transformative relationships drive strong organizations.
- Equity creates strong communities.
- In our community we honor the voice, agency, and identities of all.
- Success means reaching our goals through hard work, failure and growth.

2020 has seen both a Pandemic that has disproportionately hurt Black and Brown communities and a worldwide uprising for Black liberation. This year has been one of great suffering as we have lost cherished loved ones and community members. We have also felt hope for a better future.

CV has always been a response to the inequity that is the result of structural racism. We accept students of all races, but the overwhelming majority of the low-income, first-generation students (the first or part of the first-generation to attend college in their family) who apply to our program are Latinx, Black, Asian, Multiracial and Indigenous. These students need more information, guidance, and financial help to get to and through college, but they often get less.

As we imagine a more equitable future, we commit to continue the work of combating racist educational systems. We commit to continue the work of investing in our Black youth and youth of color. Together, we continue to build a Beloved Community in which we listen, we nurture relationships, we celebrate successes and support each other to learn from failure, and we advocate for the resources our communities need.

College Visions will always stand with Black lives. Black Lives Matter today, tomorrow and always.
2020 was CV’s second year partnering with Providence Public Schools to offer the intensive CV Prep summer program for 100 high school students. This year, things looked different as the program went virtual. Led by CV Prep Director Edmicelly Xavier, our talented summer staff worked hard to keep students engaged and CV Prep students showed an impressive commitment to the 6-week online summer program.

The CV Prep curriculum focuses on building both academic and social/emotional skills while also providing students with essential information about applying to college and succeeding in college and career. At the end of the program, 96% of students said they would recommend CV Prep to a friend and 95% said they were very likely or likely to apply something they learned during the program during their upcoming school year.

“CV Summer Prep encourages students to take control of their own futures and understand how their work now is preparing them for college and beyond. I am constantly in awe of the growth, both personal and academic, that I see in the students. The culture of CV supports and empowers them to set and achieve their own goals. My hope each year is that by the end of the summer, students feel more confident in their own identities and skills, knowing that they now have a CV community of peers and instructors supporting them.”
~ Jessica Zambrano, CV Prep Instructor

“Thanks to this program I feel more proud of my roots. This summer I didn’t just learn how to write an essay or a cover letter, I also learned and realized the power I have and how important I am.” – Student
College Visions students are more than just students. They hold different identities that impact their experiences and the opportunities available to them. The majority of our students come from populations that often get overlooked and under resourced. At CV, our full time advising staff work tenaciously to ensure that our first-generation, low-income students can access as many opportunities as they can. In 2020, the importance of our work became more apparent than ever. CV works with populations most impacted by COVID. A majority of our students come from the 5 zip codes that have some of the highest number of cases in RI*. For our students, the global pandemic has resulted in loss of jobs, economic hardship, loss of resources, and higher stress levels.

These impacts have made college decisions more difficult and more uncertain. Our community and our students need to know that we are not giving up on them. We will continue to work tirelessly to ensure we bring racial and educational equity to our students, so they too can achieve their aspirations.

This pandemic has shifted our work in unexpected ways. It has forced us to think about our work creatively and it has also shown us how we can expand our work to reach new heights. In the next 2 years our goals are to:

- Build our capacity by sharing our expert knowledge and building partnerships with other institutions to reach thousands more students by 2022.
- Research, develop and pilot programming specifically designed for ELL learners and CCRl students.
- Expand CV’s community leadership as a recognized advocate for policies and practices that enable college access and success for low-income, first-generation and historically underserved students.
- Provide College Access students with workplace soft skills and College Success students with meaningful internships or work experiences.

FINANCIALS, FISCAL YEAR 2020

Income: $792,125
Foundation & Government Grants - $484,228
PPP* - $96,970
Fee For Service - $73,482
Events - $8,648
Business & Corporate Sponsors - $12,500
Individual Giving - $112,677
Other Income - $3,620

*PPP loan forgivable in 2021

Expenses: $783,082
Personnel - $587,895
Recruiting - $6,762
Professional Development - $5,156
Communications - $17,992
Occupancy Expenses - $21,619
Materials & Supplies - $3,667
Travel - $3,424
Program Expenses - $9,443
Student Emergency Funding - $33,375
Special Events - $7,910
Meals & Food - $2,928
Consultants & Data Management - $78,785
Insurance & Fees - $4,127
OUR TEAM

BOARD

Mary Grace Almandrez
Associate Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer, University of Rhode Island

Soumangue Basse, Vice Chair
Senior Auditor, Citizens Bank

Ebony Bridwell-Mitchell
Associate Professor of Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Shamika Cameron
Director of Undergraduate Admissions Recruitment, Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Roger Williams University

Nancy Fisher Chudacoff
Of Counsel, Cameron & Mittleman

Osvaldo Jose Marti
Head of Lower School, Moses Brown School

Jaretta Konneh
Director of High School Initiatives, Providence After School Alliance

Ivette Luna, Secretary
Lead Consumer Engagement Specialist, Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island

Tina Meetran, Ex Officio
Executive Director, College Visions

Deborah Obalil, Chair
President & Executive Director, Association of Independent Colleges of Art & Design

Julio Reyes
Program Director, Undocumented, First-Generation College and Low-Income Student Center, Brown University

Grant Porter, Treasurer
Senior Consulting Manager, Finance and Analytics Conduent State Healthcare, Rhode Island Executive Office of Health & Human Services

Pegah Rahmanian
Unity Center Director, Rhode Island College

Cassandra Richter
Retired High School Teacher

Joshua Rodriguez
Community Partnership Coordinator, Swearer Center for Public Service at Brown University Alumnus, College Visions

Cicily Shaw
Director of College Counseling, Boston Trinity Academy

Emmanuel Ventura-Urena
CEO & Founder, MV Strategy Consulting Alumnus, College Visions

Jennifer Wood
Executive Director, Rhode Island Center for Justice

Joshua Wynn
Sr. Application Analyst, Lifespan

"I support College Visions with my time as a board volunteer, and my money as a donor, because College Visions is not only supporting first-gen students of color to access and persist in college, College Visions is run by and staffed by first-gen students. The staff has walked the path that the young people we serve are walking. They are the next-gen of the first-gen. I'm also Making it Monthly to increase the impact of my donations to create sustainable and predictable fiscal health for College Visions."

Jennifer Wood,
College Visions Board Member

STAFF

Susan Anderson
Success Program Director

Charity Barros
Access & Success Advisor

Joshua Greenberg
Deputy Director

Moira Hinderer
Development Director

Dionna Jenkins
Access & Success Advisor

Monay McNeill
Access & Success Advisor

Tina Meetran
Executive Director

Monephia Nembehard
Development Associate

Teeravuth Nokeo
Access & Success Advisor

Luckson Omoaregba
Access Program Director
## INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION

### Foundation & Corporate Donors

- Angell Foundation
- Bank Newport
- BankRI
- Barrett Family Foundation
- Bhikhaiji Maneckji Fund
- Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhode Island
- Brier & Brier
- Bruce J. Heim Foundation
- The Carter Fund
- Charles and Nancy Dunn Family Fund
- City of Providence, Community Development Block Grant
- CVS Health
- Frederick C. Tanner Memorial Fund
- The Frieda Mueller Fund
- HarborOne Foundation
- Harry M., Miriam C. & William C. Horton Fund, Bank of America, N. A. Trustee
- HealthSourceRI
- John Clarke Trust, Bank of America, N. A. Trustee
- June Rockwell Levy Foundation
- Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, Bank of America, N. A. Trustee
- Lyman B. Brainerd Family Foundation
- Mullen Scorpio Cerilli
- National College Access Network
- Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island
- Nordson Corporation Foundation
- Ocean State Charities Trust
- Otto H. York Foundation
- Pawtucket Credit Union
- Providence College
- Providence Shelter for Colored Children
- Rallis Conover Fund
- Rhode Island Foundation
- Robinson Mountain Trust
- The Sidney E. Frank Foundation
- Simple Pleasures
- Sodexo
- Southwest Airlines
- TriMix Foundation
- United Way of Rhode Island
- Walmart

### Individual Donors

#### Gifts of $2,000 and over
- Anonymous
- Anonymous
- Jean S. Callaghan
- Nancy & Howard Chudacoff
- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dunn
- Alexandra & Thomas Moffatt
- Deborah Obalil & Jim Olick
- PCR Fund
- Clay Rockefeller & Manya Rubinstein
- Jack Richter & Cassandra Stafford-Richter
- Annie Steele

#### Gifts of $1,000 to $1,999
- Nii-Ama Akueve
- Anonymous
- Soumangue Basse & Amanda Regino
- William Bennett
- Michael Brosterman
- Richard & Inge Chafee
- Joel Cohen & Andrea Toon
- William & Dione D. Kenyon
- Simon Moore
- Wels & Marguerite Pile
- Paula & Jeremy Sager
- Abbot Stranahan
- Rafael A. Zapata

#### Gifts of $500 to $999
- Yetunde Flicker
- José Batista
- Chris Erway
- Michael Fournier & David Liddle
- Bill & Ann Hinderer
- Moira Hinderer
- Tim Monroe & Cheryl Nixon
- Rebecca Murray
- Joanne Rich
- Liuba Shapiro
- Susan Smulian
- Joan Sorensen
- Fran & Jack Steele
- Dominique Taylor
- Jennie Weiner
- Jennifer Wood & Bob Lee

#### Gifts $250 to $499
- Clarice Andere & Jack Willis
- Christina Anderson
- Mikaila Arthur
- Carrie Bridges
- Ebony Bridwell-Mitchell
- Jeffrey & Jessica Brier
- Jessica Brown

- Anne & Michael Brunson
- Elizabeth Burke Bryant & Daniel Bryant
- Erica Elden
- John Eng-Wong
- Nicanor Figueroa
- Steven Gacín
- Marissa Gendreau
- Marc & Susan Greenfield
- Jill Harrington
- Paul Hirst
- Heather Hudson
- Barbara Hurst
- William & Dione Kenyon
- Sandy & Mary Moore
- Enith Morillo
- Kimberly J. Noble
- Stephanie Ogidan Preston & Shane Preston
- Lee Pichette & Solmaz Behtash
- Grant Porter
- Julia Rafal
- Joshua Rodriguez
- Daniel Rodriguez & Susan Rohwer
- Phoebe Salten & Merrill Weingrod
- Cicily Shaw
- Julie Steffes
- Barbara Vincent

#### Gifts of $100 to $249
- Maryelyn Acevedo
- Anthony Affigne
- Mary Grace Almandrez
- Susan Anderson
- Oyinlade Ayadele
- Robert Bedick & Marsha Miller
- Rick Benjamin & Margaret Klawunn
- Catherine Bennett
- Jasmin Blackmar
- Andrew Bramson
- Deborah Brayton
- Wendy Brusick & Gregory Stiener
- Cara Camacho
- Jill & William Caskey
- Christina Castle
- Bill & Debbie Catone
- Keith Catone & Dulari Tahbildar
- Nicole Clement
- Christina Cotto
- Adriana Dawson
- Chiara Delitto
- Eric & Bryan Dewsbury
- Martha Dineen Wales & Ralph Wales
- Sara Dorsch
- Adam Edelson
- Wendy Edwards
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Mary-Beth Fafard
Derek Farias
Christopher Fevry
Daniel Finer
Jim Gannaway
Dylan Gipson
Jennie Glazer
Armando Goncalves
Ginder & John Harkey
Diana Harmon Jackson & Donald
Jackson
Cooro Harris
Ryan Hathaway & Jason Showalter
David Hawkins
Mary Hollinshead
Jill Holloway
Andrew Horwitz & Alexandra Callam
Jennifer Hosmer
Phillip Huerta
Belinda Johnson
Susan & Robert Johnston
David Karoff & Barbara Hunger
Geraldine Killilea
Lorraine & Brian Lalli
Richard & Karen Lambe
Ariel Lambe & Kevin Mercik
Anne Lambert
Leslie Lampe Long
Cindy Larned
Rebecca LeBeau
Sarah Roskam Leibel & John Caserta
Jane Leibrock
Marc Lewis
Rachel Littman
Akeem Lloyd
Jael Lopes
Ivetta Luna
Vincent & Josephine Marzullo
Pat McGauran & Ken Richmond
Brittany McGill
Margaret Miller & Luther Poor
Caroline Molloy-Calia
Wayne Montague, Jr.
LaTanya Monteiro
Martha Moore
Alice Moore
Ed Murphy
Bevin Murphy
Brenda Needleman
Jeromina Nix
Charles Norman & Carlene Newman
Katy Nowiszewski
William Oball
Robert Orsi & Christine Helmer
Linda Palmateer
Kim Perry
Steven Pina
Ellen Polansky
Becca Pollock
Kathryn Prael Dunkelman
Hillary Reser
Victoria Restler
Elliot Rivera
Angela Romans
Bill & Sandi Rosen
Marcia Russell
Michalene & Tim Schechter
Daniel Schleifer & Johanna Walzak
Lucie Seartle
Peggy & Henry D. Sharpe, Jr.
Sally Shears
David Shield
Allana Soto
Chris Soto
Sharna Taveras Lopez
Ellen Taylor
Carlos Then
Ann Tran
Joseph & Brownsyne Tucker Edmonds
Catherine Tyler
Cruz & Carol Umanzor
Cindy Umanzor
Sabrina Uribe Ruggiero
John Vassalotti
Emmanuel Ventura-Urena
Gretchen Verner
Edward Walker
Mary B. Wall
Ellen Welty
Ime Williams
Eri Wright-Gandhi
Joshua Wynn & Danika Severino Wynn
May Yip
Myrh York & David B. Green
David Ziff
Elizabeth Zimmerman & Thomas
Gardos
Seth & Tonya Zimring
Lauren Zurier
Gifts of $50 to $99
Alexandra Alm
Melissa Antonelli
Julia Baker
Glenn Bautista
Kyle Bennett
Michael Bensink
Marcela Betancur
Sarah Bowman & Alexis Thompson
Gretchen Brion-Meisels
Kelley Buhles
Nancy Carriuolo
Karen Castillo
Paige Clausius-Parks
Laura Clos
Mary & John Cloud
Marjorie Cohen
Benjamin Concepcion
Cherie Cruz
Ann D’Abrosca
Mary Dalton & Bob Ameen
Mona & Corsino Delgado
Joann Dunkle
Sandra Enos
Solancha Fernandez
Ali Field
Elizabeth Fradin
Shannon Gallagher
Bernard Georges
Emily Gonzalez
John Gray & Solmaz Behtash
Todd Grindal
Martha Hamblett
Ruth Harvey
Eileen Hays
Vivian Healey
Pam Jennings
David C-H Johnston
Tyrene Jones
Osvaldo Jose Marti
Linda Kushner
Dan Lewis & Jan Fleischner
Jessica Linnell
Heath Marlau
Kelly McGee
Tina Meeter
Yusely Mendoza
Julia Mitchell Varriale
Elizabeth Morgan
David Moscarelli
Kathleen Murphy-Shiffman
Austen Needelman
Monoea Nemhardt
Joana Newman
Dionne Nickerson & Sebastien Ezzahri
Bophal Khiev
Abby & James Perry
Pegah Rahmanian
Yajaira Reyes
Nancy Riley
L. Maria Rivera
Gleyribel Rodriguez
Carolyn Rogers
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Christina Russell
Vina Saengdara
Aron Shafram
Karen Sheahan
Sandra Showalter & Wayne Showalter
ZoeLena Shuster
Bridget Siegel
Mary & Jay Steinberg
Betsy Sullivan
Emily Ustach
Bobby Valent
Suzanna Vine
Destenie Vital
Janice Weisfeld & Francis Haines
Tyler Wentworth
Karim & Edward Wetherill
Shelley Wilson
Edmicel Xavier
Martha Yager
Tatyana Yanishhevsky
Jessica Zambrano
Leslie & Michael Zimring

Gifts up to $49
Adrienne Adeyemi
Summer Allen & Max Greene
Anne Aycock
Erick Ballon
Charity Barros
Marguerite Blair
Rosanny Bourdierd
Monique Breindel
Anna Cano-Moraes & William Morales
Joe Caron
April Champion
Amanda Chapman
Marisa Chock
Peter Chung
Molly Clark
Kelly Clifton
Gonzalo Cuervo
Michael Czaplicki
Karen D’Orio
Margarida Da Graca
Jill Davidson
Ashley Davis-Reed
Julissa Disu
Susanne Duggan-Ball
Bev Ehrich
Renetta English
Bonnie Epstein
Remi Espinal
Ted Famiglietti
William Feng
Gracie Gardner
Margaret & Jim Gardner
Cathy Gaskin
Jason Godoy
Da-Ronn Gomes-Nance
Julia Gordon
Rachel Hannah Drucker
Michelle Hill
Alisha Jane
Cassandra Jens
Mike Katz
Andrew Koziol
Jacquelyn Lambert
Michaela Larraqueinte
Rochelle Lee
Perri Leviss
Rachel Levy
Sandra Lopez
Alexis Lynch
Onelliza Martinez
Kevin Martins
Brenna McCabe
Rachel Micah-Jones
Rachel Miller
Michael Mitchell
Jesse Monroe
Yyan-Felix Moreira
Eli Nixon
Karen O'Donnell
Nwando Ofokansi
Michelle Olson
Sara Ortiz
Edwine Paul
Lee Pearson
Rachel Peterson
Katherine Richert
Susan Roar
Elvis Rodriguez
Erica Sachs Lambert
April Samuels
Miriam Santiago
Courtney Santos
J. Scott Wolf
Carla Shalaby & Thomas Nikundiwe
Chiara Sharrott
Brandie Shorte
Daniel Sievert
Alan Silverman
Sarah Suong
Jill Teeters
Monay McNeel
Katy Trainor
Michelle Veras
Skyler Ng
Wendy Wallace
Tonya White
Kim Whittaker
Ginny Yang

a Denotes Alumni Donors
k Denotes a gift in memory of Kolajo Paul Afolabi

"College Visions has given me the support and tools necessary to live out the dreams I had when I was just a boy growing up in public housing in Providence, RI. Through the organization’s tireless efforts to educate and prepare me early on: from the 1-on-1 and group sessions with Simon Moore, to the summer writing workshop with Ariel Mae Lambe Mercik, to photographing my portfolio for RISD with Scott Lapham, I was able to reach goals that at the time seemed unreachable."

- Abel Hernandez, CV Alumnus

"I’ve seen first-hand how transformative a college education can be. My father changed the trajectory for our entire family when he was the first person in his family to graduate from college. I support College Visions because the mentorship and support they offer low-income and first-generation students - just like my father - can provide a pathway to a degree, a career, and prosperity. CV is one of the state’s more vocal and effective advocates for policies to make college more accessible and more affordable and its influence will only continue to grow under Tina’s direction."

- Dr. Julia Rafal-Baer